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10:0010:50: Benjamin S hlein (University of Bonn)

Ee tive evolution equations from many body quantum dynami s
Abstra t: One of the main goal of non equilibrium statisti al me hani s is the derivation of

ee tive evolution equations from rst prin iples, many body, quantum dynami s. In this talk
I will present two examples of physi ally interesting systems for whi h ee tive equations an
be rigorously derived. In the rst example, I will dis uss the evolution of boson stars and the
related phenomenon of stellar ollapse. In the se ond example, I will onsider the dynami s of
initially trapped Bose-Einstein ondensates.
11:011:50: Noam Berger (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Spin-glasses on Z2 - Many questions, very few answers
Abstra t: We dis uss the stru ture of ground-states for two dimensional spin-glasses, mostly

the geometry of the olle tion of unsatised edges. We prove one result, saying that per olation
does not o ur for those edges, and present further questions that are open.
Based on joint work with Ran J. Tessler.
12:0012:50: Sergio Conti (University of Bonn)

On geometri ally nonlinear plasti ity models in the limit of rigid elasti ity
Abstra t: In the study of geometri ally nonlinear rystal plasti ity mu h insight an be gained

by fo using on variational models with rigid elasti ity. We investigate their validity by studying
the asymptoti s of elasti -plasti models in the limit of large elasti oe ients, for one slip
system in two dimensions. The limiting behavior depends strongly on the growth of the energy.
In the natural ase of quadrati growth ompa tness is re overed by resorting to an extension
of the lassi al div- url lemma. This talk is based on joint work with Georg Dolzmann, Carolin
Klust and Stefan Müller.
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